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Tala Madani: One Point Perspective  
 
ABOUT THE ARTIST 
Tala Madani’s paintings and animation approach 
issues of gender and taboo through humor, 
absurdity, and the grotesque. Born in Tehran in 1981, 
Madani received her MFA in Painting from Yale 
University in 2006, and has exhibited internationally, 
including shows at the New Museum in New York, 
Haus der Kunst in Munich, and the Danish Pavilion 
during the 2011 Venice Biennale.  In spring 2013 she 
was Artpace’s International Artist-in-Resident. 
 
In her large works, a man is standing on an edge, 
about to jump. The fall could represent a beginning 
or perhaps an end. He will fall through diagonal lines 
that represent transition, but in the end, it becomes 
death by Modernism—and even death of 
Modernism. The clouds act as an abstract 
obstruction, an interference at some points in the 
background. In some areas they are in the 
foreground, erasing part of the painting. The formal 

Above, Left: 2013. Above, Right:  2012. Photos by Todd Johnson. 

	  

Above: Tala Madani.  Photo by Todd Johnson. 
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elements form the narrative, because that is the 
language of the painting. 
 

LESSON OVERVIEW 

The students will start by discussing and identifying the vocabulary of one-point 

perspective and the characteristics of it.   Using Tala Madani’s recent artwork as a 

starting point we will analyze how she portrays depth on a 2-dimensional surface.  The 

use of overlapping colors (or clouds) in Tala Madani’s artwork will also be brought to 

attention.  The students will interpret these ideas into their own one-point perspective 

painting, exploiting depth and the use of overlapping colors.  

 

OBJECTIVES 
In this lesson, students will: 

• Identify one-point perspective, overlapping elements, and basic color theory 
within Tala Madani’s artwork. 

• Create a one point perspective painting of their own using buildings and clouds. 
• Experiment with basic color theory vocabulary and concepts. 
• Experiment with overlapping various elements in their painting. 
• Reference Tala Madani’s connection to Modernism, more specifically Morris 

Louis.  Discuss what modernism is and the concepts behind it.   
 
MATERIALS 

• Cardboard or canvas (11” x 14”) 
• Tempera paint (variety of colors) 
• Paint brushes 
• Ruler 
• Pencil 
• Black Markers 
• Color wheel 
• Resource images of Tala Madani’s artwork from 

http://www.pilarcorrias.com/artists/tala-madani/  
• Resource image 1: Photograph of boy for warm-up 

http://www.incredibleart.org/lessons/elem/elem11.html 
• Resource image 2: One-point perspective exercise www.dragoart.com	  
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WARM-UP 
• Show students the image below of the boy standing in front of a beach.  Have a 

conversation with the students about distance, depth, and overlapping.  
- Is the beach behind him close or far away?  How can you determine the 

distance of the beach? 
- Are there elements in this photograph that overlap? 
- Does the overlapping help you understand the depth within the 

photograph? 
• Each student will then be given resource image 2.  Discuss one-point 

perspective and link if to depth, overlapping, and Tala Madani’s artwork.  Then 
student should complete resource image 2 using a pencil to draw lines from the 
corners of the square to the X in the middle of the page.  Students can add 
windows, streets, and small scale people at the bottom to make it look like a 
city.   
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Resource	  Image	  1	  

Photo from http://www.incredibleart.org/lessons/elem/elem11.html 
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Resource Image 2 

Photo from www.dragoart.com 
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PROCEDURE 
The student will… 

1. Receive their piece of cardboard or canvas. 
2. Paint cloud like shape on their paper.  Students should consider the colors they 

choose, referencing the color wheel and color theory. 
3. Allow the paint to dry. 
4. Use a pencil and ruler to sketch out their buildings applying a dot in the middle 

of the page to connect their lines to.  Students need to determine now if their 
building lines will overlap the cloud forms or if the cloud forms will overlap the 
buildings. 

5. Consider the scale differentiation, If the student decides to draw the building on 
top of the clouds it makes the building look a lot taller.  If the clouds are over 
the building they do not look as tall. 

6. Sketch at least 2-4 buildings.  They can also add other elements such as, streets, 
trees, and people at the bottom of their buildings. 

7. Go back in with a black marker and trance their pencil marks, still using a ruler to 
achieve precise lines.   
 

       
 
 

 
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS TO FACILITATE A CONVERSATION WITH STUDENTS 

• What is one-point perspective?  What is two-point perspective? What is depth?  
• What does it mean to overlap something?  How does Tala Madani overlap in her 

paintings? 
• What decisions did you make when choosing the colors you used? 

Above: Student examples.  Photo by Christina Zambrano 
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• What decisions did you make when choosing what to overlap? 
• What do the cloud like forms remind you of?  Do they just look like clouds to 

you or could they be something different? 
• What would you title this piece? 

 
EXTENSIONS 

• Create a series of these paintings really experimenting with the overlapping 
elements. 

• Design a three-dimensional sculpture, painting the clouds right on the sculpture. 
• Create a 3D model of your buildings.  
• Write a short story about one of Tala Madani’s paintings with the man on top of 

the building.  Is the character a superhero, a daredevil about to parachute from 
the building, or a secret agent waiting for a helicopter? 

 
FOR OLDER STUDENTS  

• Research basic architecture (classical, neoclassical, modern, etc.). 
• When sketching out your buildings add basic architectural qualities to enhance 

the building.  
• Create a painting like this, but in two-point perspective. 

 
FOR YOUNGER STUDENTS 

• Have the students create their clouds while experimenting with color.  The 
students can pick two primary colors and create a secondary when mixing a 
section of them on their paper. 

• Student can practice their motor skills by cutting out small squares and placing 
some onto their buildings to mimic windows. 

 
TEKS 

• FINE ART 
o 117.14 (b.1.B), (b.2.B), (b.2.C), (b.3.A), (b.4) 
o 117.17 (b.1.B), (b.2.B), (b.2.C), (b.4) 
o 117.32 (b.1.B), (b.2), (b.4) 
o 117.35 (b.1.B), (b.2), (b.4) 

• SCIENCE 
o 112.10-112.17 (a.4.B) (b.2.B, D, E) 
o 112.17-112.20 (b.3.C) 
o 112.31-112.39 (c.2.H) 

• ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS AND READING 
o 110.10-110.16 (b.18.C), (b.6.A,C) 
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• SOCIAL STUDIES 
o 113.10-113.16 (b.2.B), (b.4.A, C),  
o 113.17-113.20 (b.3.A), (b.18.A, C, D) 

• MATH 
o 111.2 (b.1.B, C), (b.2.D, (b.6.A-F) 
o 111.3-111.5 (b.A-C) 
	  
	  


